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TRUTH: With the world's fastest sequential shooting1, the E-M1 Mark II blows away every other camera on earth.

DSLRs used to own speed. Not anymore. The mirrorless OM-D E-M1 Mark II reels off RAW images at an incredible 60 fps so you'll never, ever miss another shot. This camera is a potent combination of power and portability. Ditch the tripod and shoot using the world's most effective image stabilization2 with 5.5 shutter steps of compensation. Freeze fast-moving subjects with precision AF tracking. The E-M1 Mark II. Redefining what's possible.
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1 Sequential-shut speed as of September 2016, when using Silent Sequential Shooting II Mode S-AF
2 With M.Zuiko Digital ED 12-100mm M. I II PRO lens, as of September 2016.